
smartHeat
The licence to

sustainable washing



For the sake of our planet: 
smartHeat

What many don’t know: Washing machines consume much more energy for heating 
water than for spinning, for example. Studies by Stiftung Warentest show that 
the hot water connection saves up to 75 per cent electricity. 

So: Use the hot water produced in your household – e.g. via a heat pump or solar 
heating system. This is how clever environmental protection works. 

smartHeat from Schulthess helps you reduce carbon emissions and save costs. 
And it protects nature and the environment.



Smart wash programmes 
for sustainable cleanliness

Excellent design, outstanding functionality
The purist and unmistakable design of Schulthess machines is convincing even 
from the outside. But in the end, it’s the inner values that matter. And here the 
intelligent washing programmes ensure that your laundry is washed extremely 
gently, super quickly and to a perfect level of cleanliness – even at low temper-
atures. For minimal water consumption and first-class energy efficiency. And so 
for real, sustainable cleanliness. Beautiful, isn’t it?



And this is how it works:

•  Renewable energies such as solar thermal energy or heat pumps are used
•  The hot water connection is used by utilising rainwater
•  Saving detergent by using soft rainwater



Key features

•  Save 75 per cent electricity: Use your  
ecologically generated hot water – e.g.  
from the domestic heat pump or solar  
thermal energy.

•  Save time: The washing time is much  
shorter because the water does not have  
to be heated.

•  Save precious drinking water: The hot  
water connection can also be used by  
utilising rainwater.

•  Save detergent: Soft rainwater reduces  
detergent consumption.



Professional advice  
for sustainable decisions

www.schulthess.ch/smartheat

Sales
0844 880 880 
sales@schulthess.ch

Schulthess Maschinen AG
Alte Steinhauserstrasse 1
6330 Cham
www.schulthess.ch

We will gladly 

advise you!
Contact us.

When it comes to ecological and efficient 
washing solutions, no one does it better 
than us. That’s what makes our advice so 
professional. We show you which appliance 
is perfect for you and your needs. Just give 
us a call or send us an email.


